Convolution is a broadly useful operation with applications including signal processing, machine learning, probability, optics, polynomial multiplication, and efficient parsing. Usually, however, this operation is understood and implemented in more specialized forms, hiding commonalities and limiting usefulness. This paper formulates convolution in the common algebraic framework of semirings and semimodules and populates that framework with various representation types. One of those types is the grand abstract template and itself generalizes to the free semimodule monad. Other representations serve varied uses and performance trade-offs, with implementations calculated from simple and regular specifications.
Introduction
The mathematical operation of convolution combines two functions into a third-often written "h = f * g"-with each h value resulting from summing or integrating over the products of several pairs of f and g values according to a simple rule. This operation is at the heart of many important and interesting applications in a variety of fields [H.L., 2017] .
• In image processing, convolution provides operations like blurring, sharpening, and edge detection [Young et al., 1995] .
Usually, however, convolution is taught, applied, and implemented in more specialized forms, obscuring the underlying commonalities and unnecessarily limiting its usefulness. For instance,
• Standard definitions rely on subtraction (which is unavailable in many useful settings) and are dimensionspecific, while the more general form applies to any monoid [Golan, 2005; Wilding, 2015] .
• Brzozowski's method of regular expression matching [Brzozowski, 1964] appears quite unlike other applications and is limited to sets of strings (i.e., languages), leaving unclear how to generalize to variations like weighted membership (multisets and probability distributions) as well as n-ary relations between strings.
• Image convolution is usually tied to arrays and involves somewhat arbitrary semantic choices at image boundaries, including replication, zero-padding, and mirroring.
This paper formulates general convolution in the algebraic framework of semirings and semimodules, including a collection of types for which semiring multiplication is convolution. One of those types is the grand abstract template, namely the monoid semiring, i.e., functions from any monoid to any semiring. Furthermore, convolution reveals itself as a special case of an even more general notion-the free semimodule monad. The other types are specific representations for various uses and performance trade-offs, relating to the monoid semiring by simple denotation functions (interpretations). The corresponding semiring implementations are calculated from the requirement that these denotations be semiring homomorphisms, thus guaranteeing that the computationally efficient representations are consistent with their mathematically simple and general template.
An application of central interest in this paper is language specification and recognition, in which convolution specializes to language concatenation. Here, we examine a method by Brzozowski [1964] for flexible and efficient regular expression matching, later extended to parsing context-free languages [Might and Darais, 2010] . We will see that the essential technique is much more general, namely functions from lists to an arbitrary semiring. While Brzozowski's method involves repeated manipulation of syntactic representations (regular expressions or grammars), uncovering the method's essence frees us from such representations. Thue's tries provide a compelling alternative in simplicity and efficiency, as well as a satisfying confluence of classic techniques from the second and seventh decades of the twentieth century, as well as a modern functional programming notion: the cofree comonad.
Concretely, this paper makes the following contributions:
• Generalization of Brzozowski's algorithm from regular expressions representing sets of strings, to various representations of [c ] → b where c is any type and b is any semiring, including n-ary functions and relations on lists (via currying).
• Demonstration that the subtle aspect of Brzozowski's algorithm (matching of concatenated languages) is an instance of generalized convolution.
• Specialization of the generalized algorithm to tries (rather than regular expressions), yielding a simple and apparently quite efficient implementation, requiring no construction or manipulation of syntactic representations.
• Observation that Brzozowski's key operations on languages generalize to the comonad operations of the standard function-from-monoid comonad and its various representations (including generalized regular expressions). The trie representation is the cofree comonad, which memoizes functions from the free monoid (lists).
• Application and evaluation of a simple memoization strategy encapsulated in a familiar functor, resulting in dramatic speed improvement.
Monoids, Semirings and Semimodules
The ideas in this paper revolve around a small collection of closely related algebraic abstractions, so let's begin by introducing these abstractions along with examples.
Monoids
The simplest abstraction we'll use is the monoid, expressed in Haskell as follows:
class Monoid a where ε :: a ( ) :: a → a → a infixr 6
The monoid laws require that ( ) (sometimes pronounced "mappend") be associative and that ε ("mempty") is its left and right identity, i.e.,
One monoid especially familiar to functional programmers is lists with append: Natural numbers form a monoid under addition and zero. These two monoids are related via the function length :: [a ] → N, which not only maps lists to natural numbers, but does so in a way that preserves monoid structure:
--length definition = ε --0 on N length (u v ) = length (u + + v ) --( ) on [a ] = length u + length v --length definition and induction = length u length v --( ) on N This pattern is common and useful enough to have a name [Yorgey, 2012] : Definition 1. A function h from one monoid to another is called a monoid homomorphism when it satisfies the following properties:
A fancier monoid example is functions from a type to itself, also known as endofunctions, for which ε is the identity function, and ( ) is composition:
newtype Endo a = Endo (a → a)
instance Monoid (Endo a) where ε = Endo id Endo g Endo f = Endo (g • f )
The identity and associativity monoid laws follow from the identity and associativity category laws, so we can generalize to endomorphisms, i.e., morphisms from an object to itself in any category. A modest generalization of Cayley's theorem states that every monoid is isomorphic to a monoid of endofunctions [Boisseau and Gibbons, 2018] . This embedding is useful for turning quadratic-time algorithms linear [Hughes, 1986; Voigtländer, 2008] .
toEndo :: Monoid a ⇒ a → Endo a toEndo a = Endo (λ z → a z )
fromEndo :: Monoid a ⇒ Endo a → a fromEndo (Endo f ) = f ε
The toEndo embedding provides another example of a monoid homomorphism:
Additive Monoids
While ( ) must be associative, it needn't be commutative. Commutative monoids, however, will play an important role in this paper as well. For clarity and familiarity, it will be convenient to use the name "(+)" instead of "( )" and refer to such monoids as "additive":
class Additive b where 0 ::
The Additive laws are the same as for Monoid (translating ε and ( ) to 0 and (+)), together with commutativity:
Unlike lists with append, natural numbers form a additive monoid. Another example is functions with pointwise addition, with any domain and with any additive codomain:
Additive monoids have their form of homomorphism:
Definition 2. A function h from one additive monoid to another is an additive monoid homomorphism if it satisfies the following properties:
Curried function types of any number of arguments (and additive result type) are additive, thanks to repeated application of this instance. In fact,
Theorem 1 (Proved in Appendix A.1). Currying and uncurrying are additive monoid homomorphisms.
Semirings
The natural numbers form a monoid in two familiar ways: addition and zero, and multiplication and one. Moreover, these monoids interact usefully in two ways: multiplication distributes over addition, and multiplication by zero (the additive identity) yields zero (i.e., "annihilates"). Similarly, linear endofunctions and their various representations (e.g., square matrices) forms a monoid via addition and via composition, with composition distributing over addition, and composition with zero yielding zero. In both examples, addition commutes; but while natural number multiplication commutes, composition does not. The vocabulary and laws these examples share is called a semiring (distinguished from a ring by dropping the requirement of additive inverses):
class Additive b ⇒ Semiring b where
The laws, in addition to those for Additive above, include multiplicative monoid, distribution, and annihilation:
Definition 3. A function h from one semiring to another is a semiring homomorphism if it is an additive monoid homomorphism (Definition 2) and satisfies the following additional properties:
As mentioned, numbers and various linear endofunction representations form semirings. A simpler example is the semiring of booleans, with disjunction as addition and conjunction as multiplication (though we could reverse roles):
instance Additive Bool where
instance Semiring Bool where
An example of a semiring homomorphism is testing natural numbers for positivity:
As required, the following properties hold for m, n :: N: There is a more fundamental example we will have use for later:
Theorem 2 (Proved in Appendix A.2). Currying and uncurrying are semiring homomorphisms.
Star Semirings
The semiring operations allow all finite combinations of addition, zero, multiplication, and one. It's often useful, however, to form infinite combinations, particularly in the form of Kleene's "star" (or "closure") operation:
--where p 0 = 1, and p n+1 = p * p n .
Another characterization is as a solution to either of the following semiring equations:
which we will take as a laws for a new abstraction, as well as a default recursive implementation:
class Semiring b ⇒ StarSemiring b where
Sometimes there are more appealing alternative implementations. For instance, when subtraction and division are available, we can instead define p * = (1 − p) −1 [Dolan, 2013] . Predictably, there is a notion of homomorphisms for star semirings:
Definition 4. A function h from one star semiring to another is a star semiring homomorphism if it is a semiring homomorphism (Definition 3) and satisfies the additional property h (p
One simple example of a star semiring (also known as a "closed semiring" [Lehmann, 1977; Dolan, 2013] ) is booleans:
instance StarSemiring Bool where
A useful property of star semirings is that recursive affine equations have solutions [Dolan, 2013] :
Lemma 3. In a star semiring, the affine equation
Proof.
Semimodules
As fields are to vector spaces, rings are to modules, and semirings are to semimodules. For any semiring s, a left s-semimodule b is a additive monoid whose values can be multiplied by s values on the left. Here, s plays the role of "scalars", while b plays the role of "vectors".
In addition to the laws for the additive monoid b and the semiring s, we have the following laws specific to left semimodules: [Golan, 2005] :
There is also a corresponding notion of right s-semimodule (with multiplication on the right by s values), which we will not need in this paper. (Rings also have left-and right-modules, and in commutative rings and semirings (including vector spaces), the left and right variants coincide.) As usual, we have a corresponding notion of homomorphism, which is more commonly referred to as "linearity":
Definition 5. A function h from one left s-semimodule to another is a left s-semimodule homomorphism if it is an additive monoid homomorphism (Definition 2) and satisfies the additional property h (s · b) = s · h b.
Familiar s-semimodule examples include various containers of s values, including single-or multidimensional arrays, lists, infinite streams, sets, multisets, and trees. Another, of particular interest in this paper, is functions from any type to any semiring:
If we think of a → s as a "vector" of s values, indexed by a, then s · f scales each component of the vector f by s.
There is an important optimization to be made for scaling. When s = 0, s · p = 0, so we can discard p entirely. This optimization applies quite often in practice, for instance with languages, which tend to be sparse. Another optimization (though less dramatically helpful) is 1 · p = p. Rather than burden each LeftSemimodule instance with these two optimizations, let's define (·) via a more primitive (·) method:
The IsZero and IsOne classes: As with star semirings (Lemma 3), recursive affine equations in semimodules over star semirings also have solutions:
Lemma 4. In a left semimodule over a star semiring, the affine equation
The proof closely resembles that of Lemma 3, using the left semimodule laws above:
--multiplicative identity and associativity
Function-like Types and Singletons
Most of the representations used in this paper behave like functions, and it will be useful to use a standard vocabulary. An "indexable" type x with domain a and codomain b represents a → b: Sometimes we will need to restrict a or b.
Sections 2.1 through 2.5 provides a fair amount of vocabulary for combining values. We'll also want an operation that constructs a "vector" (e.g., language or function) with a single nonzero component:
Two specializations of a → b will come in handy: one for a = ε, and the other for b = 1.
In particular, ε → 1 = single ε = value 1. The ( →) operation gives a way to decompose arbitrary functions:
For the uses in this paper, f is often "sparse", i.e., nonzero on a relatively small (e.g., finite or at least countable) subset of its domain. Singletons also curry handily and provide another useful homomorphism:
Lemma 6 (Proved in Appendix A.4).
Lemma 7. For (→) a, partial applications (a →) are left semi-module (and hence additive) homomorphisms. Moreover, single = (ε →) is a semiring homomorphism.
Proof. Straightforward from the definition of ( →).
Calculating Instances from Homomorphisms
So far, we've started with instance definitions and then noted and proved homomorphisms where they arise. We can instead invert the process, taking homomorphisms as specifications and calculating instance definitions that satisfy them. This process of calculating instances from homomorphisms is the central guiding principle of this paper, so let's see how it works. Consider a type "P a" of mathematical sets of values of some type a. Are there useful instances of the abstractions from Section 2 for sets? Rather than guessing at such instances and then trying to prove the required laws, let's consider how sets are related to a type for which we already know instances, namely functions.
Sets are closely related to functions-to-booleans ("predicates"):
This pair of functions forms an isomorphism, i.e., pred −1 • pred = id and pred • pred −1 = id , as can be checked by inlining definitions and simplifying. Moreover, for sets p and q, p = q ⇐⇒ pred p = pred q, by the extensionality axiom of sets and of functions. Now let's also require that pred be an additive monoid homomorphism. The required homomorphism properties:
We already know definitions of pred as well as the function versions of 0 and (+) (on the RHS) but not yet the set versions of 0 and (+) (on the LHS). We thus have two algebra problems in two unknowns. Since only one unknown appears in each homomorphism equation, we can solve them independently. The pred /pred −1 isomorphism makes it easy to solve these equations, and removes all semantic choice, allowing only varying implementations of the same meaning.
We thus have sufficient (and in this case semantically necessary) definitions for 0 and (+) on sets. Now let's simplify to get more direct definitions:
Without applying any real creativity, we have discovered the desired Semiring instance for sets:
instance Additive (P a) where
Next consider a LeftSemimodule instance for sets. We might be tempted to define s · p to multiply s by each value in p, i.e.,
This definition, however, would violate the semimodule law that 0·p = 0, since 0·p would be { 0 }, but 0 for sets is ∅. Both semimodule distributive laws fail as well. There is an alternative choice, necessitated by requiring that pred −1 be a left Bool -semimodule homomorphism. The choice of Bool is inevitable from the type of pred −1 and the fact that a → b is a b-semimodule for all semirings b, so a → Bool is a Bool -semimodule. The necessary homomorphism property:
While perhaps obscure at first, this alternative will prove useful later on.
Note that the left s-semimodule laws specialized to s = Bool require True (1) to preserve and False (0) to annihilate the second (·) argument. Every left Bool -semimodule instance must therefore agree with this definition.
Languages and the Monoid Semiring
A language is a set of strings over some alphabet, so the Additive and LeftSemimodule instances for sets given above apply directly. Conspicuously missing, however, are the usual notions of language concatenation and closure (Kleene star), which are defined as follows for languages U and V :
Intriguingly, this U * definition would satisfy the StarSemiring laws if ( * ) were language concatenation. A bit of reasoning shows that all of the semiring laws would hold as well:
• Concatenation is associative and has as identity the language { ε }.
• Concatenation distributes over union, both from the left and from the right.
• The 0 (empty) language annihilates (yields 0) under concatenation, both from the left and from the right.
All we needed from strings is that they form a monoid, so we may as well generalize:
instance Monoid a ⇒ Semiring (P a) where
These new instances indeed satisfy the laws for additive monoids, semimodules, semirings, and star semirings. They seem to spring from nothing, however, which is disappointing compared with the way the Additive and
Figure 1: The monoid semiring
LeftSemimodule instances for sets follow inevitably from the requirement that pred be a homomorphism for those classes (Section 3). Let's not give up yet, however. Perhaps there's a Semiring instance for a → b that specializes with b = Bool to bear the same relationship to P a that the Additive and LeftSemimodule instances bear. The least imaginative thing we can try is to require that pred be a semiring homomorphism. If we apply the same sort of reasoning as in Section 3 and then generalize from Bool to an arbitrary semiring, we get the definitions in Figure 1 . With this instance, a → b type is known as the monoid semiring, and its ( * ) operation as convolution [Golan, 2005; Wilding, 2015] .
Theorem 8 (Proved in Appendix A.5). Given the instance definitions in Figure 1 , pred is a star semiring homomorphism.
For some monoids, we can also express the product operation in a more clearly computable form via splittings:
where splits w yields all pairs (u, v ) such that u v = w :
class Monoid t ⇒ Splittable t where splits :: t → [(t, t)] --multi-valued inverse of ( )
Examples of splittable monoids include natural numbers and lists:
instance Splittable N where
where
While simple, general, and (assuming Splittable domain) computable, the definitions of (+) and ( * ) above for the monoid semiring make for quite inefficient implementations, primarily due to naive backtracking. As a simple example, consider the language single "pickles" + single "pickled", and suppose that we want to test the word "pickling" for membership. The (+) definition from Section 2.2 will first try "pickles", fail near the end, and then backtrack all the way to the beginning to try "pickled". The second attempt redundantly discovers that the prefix "pickl" is also a prefix of the candidate word and that "pickle" is not. Next consider the language single "ca" * single "ts" * single "up", and suppose we want to test "catsup" for membership. The ( * ) implementation above will try all possible three-way splittings of the test string.
Finite maps
One representation of partial functions is the type of finite maps, Map a b from keys of type a to values of type b, represented is a key-ordered balanced tree [Adams, 1993; Straka, 2012; Nievergelt and Reingold, . To model total functions instead, we can treat unassigned keys as denoting zero. Conversely, merging two finite maps can yield a key collision, which can be resolved by addition. Both interpretations require b to be an additive monoid. Given the definitions in Figure 2 , (!) is a homomorphism with respect to each instantiated class. (The "M ." module qualifier indicates names coming from the finite map library [Leijen, 2002] .) The finiteness of finite maps prevents giving a useful StarSemiring instance.
Decomposing Functions from Lists
For functions from lists specifically, we can decompose in a way that lays the groundwork for more efficient implementations than the ones in previous sections.
Lemma 9 (Proved in Appendix A.6). Any f :: [c ] → b can be decomposed as follows:
Moreover, for all b and h,
[c ] → Bool , this decomposition generalizes the δ and D operations used by Brzozowski [1964] mapping languages to languages (as sets of strings), the latter of which he referred to as the "derivative".
2 Brzozowski used differentiation with respect to single symbols to implement a more general form of language differentiation with respect to a string of symbols, where the derivative D * u p of a language p with respect to a prefix string u is the set of u-suffixes of strings in p, i.e.,
Further, he noted that
Thanks to this decomposition property and the fact that
, one can successively differentiate with respect to single symbols.
Generalizing from sets to functions,
where foldl is the usual left fold on lists:
= e foldl h e (c : cs) = foldl h (h e c) cs Intriguingly, at and D * correspond to coreturn and cojoin for the function-from-monoid comonad, also called the "exponent comonad" .
Understanding how at and D relate to the semiring vocabulary will help us develop efficient implementations in later sections.
Lemma 10 (Proved in Appendix A.7). The at function is a star semiring and left semimodule homomorphism, i.e., at 0 = 0
Brzozowski wrote "Dc p" instead of "D p c", but the latter will prove more convenient below.
3 Here, Brzozowski's notation makes for a prettier formulation:
where id is the identity function. In other words, D * · is a contravariant monoid homomorphism (targeting the monoid of endofunctions).
Moreover,
Lemma 11 (Proved in Appendix A.8, generalizing Lemma 3.1 of Brzozowski [1964] ). Differentiation has the following properties:
Although D p is defined as a function from leading symbols, it could instead be another representation with function-like semantics, such as as h b for an appropriate functor h. To relate h to the choice of alphabet c, introduce a type family: type family Key (h :: Type → Type) :: Type type instance Key ((→) a) = a type instance Key (Map a) = a Generalizing in this way (with functions as a special case) enables convenient memoization, which has been found to be quite useful in practice for derivative-based parsing [Might and Darais, 2010] . A few generalizations to the equations in Lemma 11 suffice to generalize from c → (
We must assume that Key h = c and that h is an "additive functor", i.e., ∀b. Additive b ⇒ Additive (h b) with (!) for h being an additive monoid homomorphism.
Theorem 12 (Proved in Appendix A.9). The following properties hold (in the generalized setting of a functor h with Key h = c):
(a dp) + (b dq) = a + b dp + dq (a dp) * q = a · q + (0 fmap ( * q) dp) (a dp) * = q where q = a * · (1 fmap ( * q) dp) s · (a dp) = s * a fmap (s ·) dp
Regular Expressions
Lemmas 10 and 11 generalize and were inspired by a technique of Brzozowski [1964] for recognizing regular languages. Figure 3 generalizes regular expressions in the same way that a → b generalizes P a, to yield a value of type b (a star semiring). The constructor Value b generalizes 0 and 1 to yield a semiring value.
Theorem 13. Given the definitions in Figure 3 , (!) is a homomorphism with respect to each instantiated class.
The implementation in Figure 3 generalizes the regular expression matching algorithm of Brzozowski [1964] , adding customizable memoization, depending on choice of the indexable functor h. Note that the definition of e ! w is exactly at (D * e w ) generalized to indexable h, performing syntactic differentiation with respect to successive characters in w and applying at to the final resulting regular expression.
For efficiency, and sometimes even termination (with recursively defined languages), we will need to add some optimizations to the Additive and Semiring instances for RegExp in Figure 3 :
For p * q, we might also check whether q is 0 or 1, but doing so itself leads to non-termination in right-recursive grammars.
As an alternative to repeated syntactic differentiation, we can reinterpret the original (syntactic) regular expression in another semiring as follows:
Next, we will see a choice of f that eliminates the syntactic overhead.
Tries
Section 4 provided an implementation of language recognition and its generalization to the monoid semiring (a → b for monoid a and semiring b), packaged as instances of a few common algebraic abstractions (Additive, Semiring etc). While simple and correct, these implementations are quite inefficient, primarily due to naive backtracking and redundant comparison. Section 6 explored the nature of functions on lists, identifying a decomposition principle and its relationship to the vocabulary of semirings and related algebraic abstractions. Applying this principle to a generalized form of regular expressions led to Brzozowski's algorithm, generalized from sets to functions in Section 7, providing an alternative to naive backtracking but still involving repeated syntactic manipulation as each candidate string is matched. Nevertheless, with some syntactic optimizations and memoization, recognition speed with this technique can be fairly good [Might and Darais, 2010; Adams et al., 2016] . As an alternative to regular expression differentiation, note that the problem of redundant comparison is solved elegantly by the classic trie ("prefix tree") data structure introduced by Thue in 1912 [Knuth, 1998, Section 6.3] . This data structure was later generalized to arbitrary (regular) algebraic data types [Connelly and Morris, 1995] and then from sets to functions [Hinze, 2000] . Restricting our attention to functions of lists ("strings" over some alphabet), we can formulate a simple trie data type along the lines of ( ) from Section 6, with an entry for ε and a sub-trie for each possible character:
While this definition would work, we can get much better efficiency if we memoize the functions of c, e.g., as a generalized trie or a finite map. Rather than commit to a particular representation for subtrie collections, let's replace the type parameter c with a functor h whose associated key type is c. The functor-parametrized list trie is also known as the "cofree comonad" [Uustalu and Vene, 2005 , 2008 Hinze et al., 2013; Kmett, 2015; Penner, 2017] .
The similarity between Cofree h b and the function decomposition from Section 6 (motivating the constructor name ": ") makes for easy instance calculation. As with P a and Map a b, we can define a trie counterpart to the free monoid semiring [c ] → b.
Theorem 14 (Proved in Appendix A.10). Given the definitions in Figure 4 , (!) is a homomorphism with respect to each instantiated class.
Although the ( ) decomposition in Section 6 was inspired by wanting to understand the essence of regular expression derivatives, the application to tries is in retrospect more straightforward, since the representation directly mirrors the decomposition. Applying the ( ) decomposition to tries also appears to be more streamlined than the application to regular expressions. During matching, the next character in the candidate string is used to directly index to the relevant derivative (sub-trie), efficiently bypassing all other paths. As one might hope, (!) on Cofree h is another homomorphism:
Theorem 15 (Proved in Appendix A.11). Given the definitions in Figures 4 and 5 , if (!) on h behaves like (→) (Key h), then Cofree h is a comonad homomorphism from Cofree h to (→) (Key h).
Performance
While the implementation has had no performance tuning and only rudimentary benchmarking, we can at least get a sanity check on performance and functionality. Figure 6 shows the source code for a collection of examples, all polymorphic in the choice of semiring. The atoz language contains single letters from 'a' to 'z'. The examples anbn and dyck are two classic, non-regular, context-free languages: { a n b n | n ∈ N } and the Dyck language of balanced brackets. N) , and Cofree (Map Char ) N. Each interpretation of each language is given a matching input string of length 100; and matches are counted, thanks to use of the N semiring. (The a * * a * example matches in 101 ways, while the others match uniquely.) As the figure shows, memoization (via Map) is only moderately helpful (and occasionally harmful) for RegExp. Cofree, on the other hand, performs terribly without memoization and (in these examples) 2K to 230K times faster with memoization. Here, memoized Cofree performs between 8.5 and 485 times faster than memoized RegExp and between 11.5 and 1075 times faster than nonmemoized RegExp. The two recursively defined examples fail to terminate with RegExp Map, perhaps because the implementation (Section 7) lacks one more crucial tricks [Might and Darais, 2010] . Other RegExp improvements [Might and Darais, 2010; Adams et al., 2016] might narrow the gap further, and careful study and optimization of the Cofree implementation (Figure 4 ) might widen it.
where (!) (b : dp) = b (!) • (!) dp --(b : dp) ! w = case w of {[ ] → b; c : cs → dp ! c ! cs } instance (Additive (h (Cofree h b) ), Additive b) ⇒ Additive (Cofree h b) where 0 = 0 : 0 (a : dp) + (b : dq) = a + b : dp + dq
instance (Functor h, Additive (h (Cofree h b) ), Semiring b, IsZero b) ⇒ Semiring (Cofree h b) where 1 = 1 : 0 (a : dp) * q = a · q + (0 : fmap ( * q) dp)
StarSemiring (Cofree h b) where (a : dp) * = q where q = a * · (1 : fmap ( * q) dp)
where isZero (a : dp) = isZero a ∧ isZero dp
IsOne (Cofree h b) where isOne (a : dp) = isOne a ∧ isZero dp instance Monoid a ⇒ Comonad ((→) a) where
instance Functor h ⇒ Comonad (Cofree h) where coreturn (a : ) = a cojoin t@( : ds) = t : fmap cojoin ds 10 Convolution
Consider again the definition of multiplication in the monoid semiring, on f , g :: a → b from Figure 1 .
As in Section 4, specializing the codomain to Bool , we get
Using the set/predicate isomorphism from Section 3, we can translate this definition from predicates to "languages" (sets of values in some monoid):
which is the definition of the concatenation of two languages from Section 4. Likewise, by specializing the domain of the functions to sequences (from general monoids), we got efficient matching of semiring-generalized "languages", as in Sections 6 and 8, which translated to regular expressions (Section 7), generalizing work of Brzozowski [1964] . Let's now consider specializing the functions' domains to integers rather than sequences, recalling that integers (and numeric types in general) form a monoid under addition.
This last form is the standard definition of one-dimensional, discrete convolution [Smith, 1997, Chapter 6] .
5
Therefore, just as monoid semiring multiplication generalizes language concatenation (via the predicate/set isomorphism), it also generalizes the usual notion of discrete convolution. Moreover, if the domain is a continuous type such as R or C, we can reinterpret summation as integration, resulting in continuous convolution. Additionally, for multi-dimensional (discrete or continuous) convolution, we can simply use tuples of scalar indices for w and u, defining tuple addition and subtraction componentwise. Alternatively, curry, convolve, and uncurry, exploiting the fact that curry is a semiring homomorphism (Theorem 2). What if we use functions from N rather than from Z? Because N [()] (essentially, Peano numbers), we can directly use the definitions in Section 6 for domain [c ] , specialized to c = (). As a suitable indexable functor, we can simply use the identity functor: ] --0 * q = 0 (a : dp) * q = a · q + (0 : dp * q) This last definition is reminiscent of long multiplication, which is convolution in disguise.
5 Note that this reasoning applies to any group (monoid with inverses).
Beyond Convolution
Many uses of discrete convolution (including convolutional neural networks [Lecun et al., 2015, Chapter 9] ) involve functions having finite support, i.e., nonzero on only a finite subset of their domains. In many cases, these domain subsets may be defined by finite intervals. For instance, such a 2D operation would be given by intervals in each dimension, together specifying lower left and upper right corners of a 2D interval (rectangle) outside of which the functions are guaranteed to be zero. The two input intervals needn't have the same size, and the result's interval of support is typically larger than both inputs, with size equaling the sum of the sizes in each dimension (minus one for the discrete case). Since the result's support size is entirely predictable and based only on the arguments' sizes, it is appealing to track sizes statically via types. For instance, a 1D convolution might have the following type: ( * ) :: Semiring s ⇒ Array m+1 s → Array n+1 s → Array m+n+1 s Unfortunately, this signature is incompatible with semiring multiplication, in which arguments and result all have the same type.
From the perspective of functions, an array of size n is a memoized function from Fin n , a type representing the finite set { 0, . . . , n − 1 }. We can still define convolution in the customary sense in terms of index addition:
Indices can no longer form a monoid under addition, however, due to the nonuniformity of types.
The inability to support convolution on statically sized arrays (or other memoized forms of functions over finite domains) as semiring multiplication came from the expectation that indices/arguments combine via a monoid. Fortunately, this expectation can be dropped by generalizing from monoidal combination to an arbitrary binary operation h :: a → b → c. For now, let's call this more general operation "lift 2 h".
We can similarly lift functions of any arity:
Here we are summing over the set-valued preimage of w under h. Now consider two specific instances of lift n :
The signatures of lift 2 , lift 1 , and lift 0 almost generalize to those of liftA 2 , fmap, and pure from the Functor and Applicative type classes [McBride and Paterson, 2008; Yorgey, 2017] . In type systems like Haskell's, however, a → s is the functor (a →) applied to s, while we would need it to be (→ s) applied to a. To fix this problem, define a type wrapper that swaps domain and codomain type parameters:
class Functor f where type Ok f a :: instance Semiring (P a) where The use of s ← a as an alternative to a → s allows us to give instances for both and to stay within Haskell's type system (and ability to infer types via first-order unification).
With this change, we can replace the specialized lift n operations with standard ones. An enhanced version of the Functor , Applicative, and Monad classes (similar to those by Kidney [2017a] ) appear in Figure 8 , along with instances for functions and finite maps. Other representations would need similar reversal of type arguments.
6,7 Higher-arity liftings can be defined via these three. For b ← a, these definitions are not really executable code, since they involve potentially infinite summations, but they serve as specifications for other representations such as finite maps, regular expressions, and tries.
Theorem 16. For each instance defined in Figure 8 , 1 = pure ε, and ( * ) = liftA 2 ( ).
Proof. Immediate from the instance definitions.
Given the type distinction between a → b and b ← a, let's now reconsider the Semiring instances for functions in Figure 1 and for sets in Section 4. Each has an alternative choice that is in some ways more compelling, as shown in Figure 9 , along with a the old a → b instance reexpressed and reassigned to b ← a. Just as the Additive and Semiring instances for Bool ← a give us four important languages operations (union, concatenation and their identities), now the Semiring (a → Bool ) gives us two more: the intersection of languages and its identity (the set of all "strings"). These two semirings share several instances in common, expressed in Figure 9 via GHC-Haskell's GeneralizedNewtypeDeriving language extension (present since GHC 6.8.1 and later made safe by Breitner et al. [2016] ). All six of these operations are also useful in their generalized form (i.e., for a → b and b ← a for semirings b). As with Additive, this Semiring (a → b) instance implies that curried functions (of any number and type of arguments and with semiring result type) are semirings, with curry and uncurry being semiring homomorphisms. (The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1.)
The a → b and b ← a semirings have another deep relationship:
Theorem 17. The Fourier transform is a semiring and left semimodule homomorphism from b ← a to a → b.
This theorem is more often expressed by saying that (a) the Fourier transform is linear (i.e., an additivemonoid and left-semimodule homomorphism), and (b) the Fourier transform of a convolution (i.e., ( * ) on b ← a) of two functions is the pointwise product (i.e., ( * ) on a → b) of the Fourier transforms of the two functions. The latter property is known as "the convolution theorem" [Bracewell, 2000, Chapter 6] .
There is also an important relationship between a → b and P a ← b. Given a function f :: a → b, the preimage under f of a codomain value b is the set of all values that get mapped to b:
Theorem 18 (Proved in Appendix A.12). The pre operation is a Functor and Applicative homomorphism.
The Free Semimodule Monad
Where there's an applicative, there's often a compatible monad. For b ← a, the monad is known as the "free semimodule monad" (or sometimes the "free vector space monad") [Piponi, 2007; Kmett, 2011; Gehrke et al., 2017] . The semimodule's dimension is the cardinality of a. Basis vectors have the form single u = u → 1 for u :: a (mapping u to 1 and every other value to 0 as in Figure 1 ).
The monad instances for (←) b and Map b are defined as follows:
Theorem 19 (Proved in Appendix A.13). The definitions of fmap and liftA 2 on (←) b in Figure 8 satisfy the following standard equations for monads:
13 Other Applications
Polynomials
As is well known, univariate polynomials form a semiring and can be multiplied by convolving their coefficients. Perhaps less known is that this trick extends naturally to power series and to multivariate polynomials. Looking more closely, univariate polynomials (and even power series) can be represented by a collection of coefficients indexed by exponents, or conversely as a collection of exponents weighted by coefficients. For a polynomial in a variable x , an association i → c of coefficient c with exponent i represents the monomial (polynomial term) c * x i . One can use a variety of representations for these indexed collections. We'll consider efficient representations below, but let's begin as b ← N along with a denotation as a (polynomial) function of type b → b:
Polynomial multiplication via convolution follows from the following property:
8 The return method does not appear here, since it is equivalent to pure from Applicative.
Theorem 20 (Proved in Appendix A.14). The function poly 1 is a semiring homomorphism when multiplication on b commutes.
Pragmatically, Theorem 20 says that the b ← N semiring (in which ( * ) is convolution) correctly implements arithmetic on univariate polynomials. More usefully, we can adopt other representations of b ← N, such as Map N b. For viewing results, wrap these representations in a new type, and provide a Show instance:
newtype Poly 1 z = Poly 1 z deriving (Additive, Semiring, Indexable n b, HasSingle n b) instance (. . .) ⇒ Show (Poly 1 z ) where . . .
Try it out (with prompts indicated by "λ "):
True
We can also use [ ] in place of Map N. The example above yields identical results. Since lists are potentially infinite (unlike finite maps), however, this simple change enables power series. Following McIlroy [1999 McIlroy [ , 2001 , define integration and differentiation as follows:
Then define sin, cos, and exp via simple ordinary differential equations (ODEs):
Try it out:
λ sin p x − 1/6 * x 3 + 1/120 * x 5 − 1/5040 * x 7 + 1/362880 * x 9 − 1/39916800 * x 11 + 1/6227020800 * x 13 − . . . λ cos p 1/1 − 1/2 * x 2 + 1/24 * x 4 − 1/720 * x 6 + 1/40320 * x 8 − 1/3628800 * x 10 + 1/479001600 * x 12 − . . . λ exp p 1/1 + x + 1/2 * x 2 + 1/6 * x 3 + 1/24 * x 4 + 1/120 * x 5 + 1/720 * x 6 + 1/5040 * x 7 + 1/40320 * x 8 . . .
As expected, derivative sin p = cos p , derivative cos p = −sin p , and derivative exp p = exp p :
λ derivative sin p --= cos p 1/1 − 1/2 * x 2 + 1/24 * x 4 − 1/720 * x 6 + 1/40320 * x 8 − 1/3628800 * x 10 + 1/479001600 * x 12 − . . . λ derivative cos p --= −sin p (−1)/1 * x + 1/6 * x 3 − 1/120 * x 5 + 1/5040 * x 7 − 1/362880 * x 9 + 1/39916800 * x 11 − . . . λ derivative exp p --= exp p 1/1 + x + 1/2 * x 2 + 1/6 * x 3 + 1/24 * x 4 + 1/120 * x 5 + 1/720 * x 6 + 1/5040 * x 7 + 1/40320 * x 8 . . .
Crucially for termination of ODEs such as these, integral is nonstrict, yielding its result's first coefficient before examining its argument. In particular, the definition of integral does not optimize for
What about multivariate polynomials, i.e., polynomial functions over higher-dimensional domains? Consider a 2D domain:
--linearity and commutativity assumption
The essential idea here is that a polynomial with a pair-valued domain can be viewed as a polynomial over polynomials. We can do much better, however, generalizing from two dimensions to n dimensions for any n:
Generalizing further, let n be any type, and interpret b n and N n as n → b and n → N:
Lemma 21 (Proved in Appendix A.15). When ( * ) commutes, (ˆ) satisfies the following exponentiation laws:
In other words, xˆ· is a (commutative) monoid homomorphism from the sum monoid to the product monoid. Theorem 22 says that the b ← (n → N) semiring (in which ( * ) is higher-dimensional convolution) correctly implements arithmetic on multivariate polynomials. We can instead use
where f is indexable with Key f = n. One convenient choice is to let n = String for variable names, and f = Map String.
9 As with Poly 1 , wrap this representation in a new type, and add a Show instance:
λ let p = var "x" + var "y" + var "z" :: Figure 10 shows examples of image convolution with some commonly used kernels [Petrick, 2016; Young et al., 1995] . The source image (left) and convolution kernels are all represented as lists of lists of floating point grayscale values. Because (semiring) multiplication on [b ] is defined via multiplication on b, one can nest representations arbitrarily. Other more efficient representations can work similarly.
Image Convolution

Related Work
This paper began with a desire to understand regular expression matching via "derivatives" by Brzozowski [1964] more fundamentally and generally. Brzozowski's method spurred much follow-up investigation in recent years. Owens et al. [2009] dusted off regular expression derivatives after years of neglect with a new exposition and experience report. Might and Darais [2010] considerably extended expressiveness to context-free grammars (recursively defined regular expressions) as well as addressing some efficiency issues, including memoization, with further performance analysis given later [Adams et al., 2016] . Fischer et al. [2010] also extended regular language membership from boolean to "weighted" by an arbitrary semiring, relating them to weighted finite automata. Piponi and Yorgey [2015] investigated regular expressions and their relationship to the semiring of polynomial functors, as well as data type derivatives and dissections. Radanne and Thiemann [2018] explored regular expressions extended to include intersection and complement (as did Brzozowski) with an emphasis on testing. McIlroy [1999 McIlroy [ , 2001 formulated power series as a small and beautiful collection of operations on infinite coefficient streams, including not only the arithmetic operations, but also inversion and composition, as well as differentiation and integration. He also defined transcendental operations by simple recursion and integration, such as sin = integral cos and cos = 1 − integral sin. Dongol et al. [2016] investigated convolution in a general algebraic setting that includes formal language concatenation. Kmett [2015] observed that Moore machines are a special case of the cofree comonad. The connections between parsing and semirings have been explored deeply by Goodman [1998 Goodman [ , 1999 and by Liu [2004] , building on the foundational work of Chomsky and Schützenberger [1959] . Kmett [2011] also explored some issues similar to those in the present paper, building on semirings and free semimodules, pointing out that the classic continuation monad can neatly represent linear functionals. Kidney [2016a,b] implemented a Haskell semiring library that helped with early implementations leading to the present paper, with a particular leaning toward convolution [Kidney, 2017b] . Several of the class instances given above, though independently encountered, also appear in that library.
A Proofs
A.1 Theorem 1
Likewise for uncurry, or because curry and uncurry are inverses.
A.2 Theorem 2
For 1 ::
For StarSemiring the default recursive definition embodies the star semiring law.
A.6 Lemma 9
Any argument to f must be either [ ] or c : cs for some value c and list cs. Consider each case:
Thus, for all w :: [c ], f w = (at f D f ) w , from which the lemma follows by extensionality. For the other two equations:
A.7 Lemma 10
First addend:
Second addend:
Combining addends,
Continuing with the other equations in Lemma 11, (a dp) + (b dp) = at ((a dp) + (b dq)) D ((a dp) + (b dq)) --Lemma 9 = a + b dp + dq --Lemma 23 below (a dp) * (b dq) = at ((a dp) * (b dq)) D ((a dp) * (b dq)) --Lemma 9 = a * b λ c → a · dq c + dp c * (b dq) --Lemma 23 below = (a * b + 0) (λ c → a · dq c) + (λ c → dp c * (b dq)) --additive identity; (+) on functions
--fmap on functions (a dp) * = at ((a dp) * ) D ((a dp) * ) --Lemma 9 = a * λ c → a * · dp c * (a dp) * --Lemma 23 below = a * · (1 λ c → dp c * (a dp) * ) --(·) case below = a * · (1 fmap ( * (a dp) * ) dp) --fmap on functions at ((a dp) + (b dq)) = a + b at ((a dp) * (b dq)) = a * b at ((a dp) * ) = a * at (s · (a dp)) = s * a D ((a dp) + (b dq)) c = dp c + dq c D ((a dp) * (b dq)) c = a · dq c + dp c * (b dq) D ((a dp) * ) c = a * · dp c * (a dp) * D (s · (a dp)) c = s · dp c
Proof. Substitute into Lemmas 10 and 11, and simplify, using Lemma 9.
A.10 Theorem 14
The theorem follows from Theorem 12. A few details:
(!) ((a : dp) + (b : dq)) = (!) (a + b : dp + dq)
A.11 Theorem 15
First show that (!) is natural (a functor homomorphism):
(!) (fmap f (a : ds)) = fmap f ((!) (a : ds))
i.e., h x y → pre f x * pre g y --( * ) on P a (revised in Figure 9 ) = x ,y h x y → pre f x * pre g y --(+) on P a ← b = liftA 2 h (pre f ) (pre g)
A.13 Theorem 19
First consider fmap, as defined in Figure 8 . 
